


“I found myself in Vitebsk when the great celebrations of 
the October Revolution were over, but the city was still 
resplendent with Malevich’s designs—circles, squares, dots, 
and lines of different colors—and with Chagall’s flying people. 
I had the impression of being in an enchanted city, but in 
those days everything was wonderful, and everything was 
possible, and at that moment the people of Vitebsk had 
become Suprematists.”

Sofia Dymshits-Tolstaia, 1921

This is the first major exhibition to explore a little-
known chapter in the history of the Russian avant-garde: 
Marc Chagall’s encounter with the leading figures of 
abstraction, El (Lazar) Lissitzky and Kazimir Malevich, at 
the time of the Russian Revolution. In 1917 Communist 
forces overthrew the autocratic Tzarist regime that  
had ruled Russia for more than four hundred years;  
a civil war followed, culminating in the establishment 
of the Soviet Union. This radical change in government 
kindled a passionate idealism among artists, who 
saw themselves as agents in the remaking of Russian 
society and culture.

In 1918 Chagall (1887–1985) conceived the People’s Art 
School in his native city of Vitebsk (today in Belarus).  

He was soon joined by Lissitzky (1890–1941) and 
Malevich (1879–1935), along with other teachers 
and students, many of them Jewish, including Lazar 
Khidekel and David Yakerson.

The three major figures sought, each in his distinctive 
fashion, to develop a leftist art in tune with the new 
revolutionary emphasis on collectivism, education, 
and innovation. Chagall remained mostly faithful to a 
figurative and allegorical style, in contrast to Malevich, 
whose recent invention, Suprematism, offered a radical 
form of geometric abstraction. Lissitzky, a trained 
architect, applied the concepts of Suprematism to his 
innovative Prouns—geometric compositions that he 
called “a transfer station on the way from painting  
to architecture.”

In this period of intense artistic and political ferment, 
history was made through art. Visionary creativity 
was nurtured in a city far from the cultural centers of 
Moscow and Petrograd. The five years following the 
1917 Revolution transformed Vitebsk into the laboratory 
of a new world.
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“Stubborn and insistent, . . . we offer and impose our ideas, our 

forms—the forms and ideas of the new Revolutionary Art; we have the 

courage to think that the future is with us.”

Marc Chagall, 1918

The Russian Revolution of 1917 had a tremendous effect  
on Marc Chagall. The passage of a law abolishing all 
discrimination on the basis of religion or nationality gave 
the Jewish painter full rights of citizenship in Russia for the 
first time. This newly obtained freedom inspired a series of 
monumental masterpieces celebrating the happiness of the 
recently married Chagall and his wife, Bella (née Rosenfeld). 

Chagall felt the need to do more for his native Vitebsk. He 
had the idea of establishing a revolutionary art school, open 
to all, without age restrictions or admission fees. The new 
revolutionary government approved the project, and Chagall 
was named Vitebsk’s Commissar of Arts in September 1918. 
His first task was to organize the festivities marking the first 
anniversary of the October Revolution. The streets of Vitebsk 
were transformed into a sea of colorful banners and signs 
based on sketches by Chagall and the young artist David 
Yakerson. Chagall’s exuberant and vibrant paintings from this 
period feature swinging or tilted figures—a reference to the 
recent upheavals in Russia. He wrote that Lenin had “turned 
[the country] upside down, just as I upturn my paintings.” 

POST- REVOLUTIONARY FERVOR  
IN VITEBSK

[Section Text 1: Kaplan]
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“We hope that new artist- proletarians will soon emerge from the 

working classes. . . . Give us people! Artists! Revolutionary painters! 

From the capitals to the provinces! To us! What will tempt you  

to come?”

Marc Chagall, 1918

The People’s Art School officially opened on January 28, 
1919, in a nationalized mansion that had formerly belonged 
to a banker. Eager to provide a high level of instruction in 
all styles, Marc Chagall approached artists as diverse as 
the traditionalist Mstislav Dobuzhinsky, who served as the 
school’s first director, and Ivan Puni, who was a key figure 
in the Russian avant-garde. El Lissitzky moved to Vitebsk 
in May 1919 to teach at the school. The institution then had 
120 youths enrolled, mainly Jewish boys from working- class 
families. Later that year the academic painter Yuri (Yehuda) 
Pen, a former teacher of Chagall, joined the faculty, and David 
Yakerson took over the sculpture studio. 

The art movement known as Suprematism arrived, along with 
its founder, Kazimir Malevich, in November 1919. His ideology, 
which proposed an art of pure geometric form, quickly gained 
traction among the school’s students. These abstract artists 
also embraced the idea of work made collectively, whereas 
Chagall continued to produce individualist art. He defied the 
system of objectless art promoted by Malevich and his pupils 
by making mischievous and ironic use of its formal vocabulary. 

Chagall liked to conspicuously mark his presence in his work 
with the inclusion of his name and multiple self- portraits. He 
later wrote, “I told [the students] that a square on the canvas 
is an object no more nor less than a chair or a dresser. . . . But 
in this black square on the miserable canvas background I 
saw nothing of the enchantment of colors.” Abandoned by his 
disciples, who preferred to learn from Malevich, Chagall left 
the school in June 1920.

 
THE PEOPLE’S ART SCHOOL

[Section Text 2: Hurst]

[line space]

[inset caption]
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“[Suprematism] will liberate all those engaged in creative activity and 

make the world into a true model of perfection. This is the model we 

await from Kazimir Malevich. After the Old Testament there came 

the New—after the New the Communist testament—and after the 

Communist there follows finally the testament of Suprematism.”

El Lissitzky, 1920

At the start of the 1919 academic year, Marc Chagall invited 
his friend El Lissitzky to teach in the school’s printing, graphic-
art, and architecture studios. Shortly thereafter, Lissitzky 
persuaded Kazimir Malevich to join him. Malevich was the 
founder of Suprematism, which advocated highly distilled 
abstraction based on simple geometric forms and painted in 
a limited range of colors. This art of pure form moved beyond 
the physical world, possessing a spiritual dimension. 

Malevich devised a teaching program that progressively 
led students to Suprematism. First, they studied Cubism 
as the foundation of an objectless approach to pictorial art, 
then moved on to Futurism and Cubo- Futurism, styles that 
built on Cubism’s fragmented forms, adding motion and 
action. As they explored Cubist processes of deconstruction 
of form and creation of nonrealistic space, followed by the 
Futurist principles of dynamism, students gradually mastered 
Suprematist detachment from the object. A champion 
of collective work, the charismatic Malevich inspired his 
enthusiastic young students to work together and to be 
highly productive. 

Moving away from painting, Malevich focused on theoretical 
writings, which he promoted in lectures and publications, such 
as On New Systems in Art. Meanwhile Lissitzky, an architect 
by training, invented the Proun, or Project for the Affirmation 
of the New. The Proun extended Suprematism, adapting 
architectural volumes to the pictorial plane of paintings 
and drawings. 

THE “NEW ART”:  
LISSITZKY AND MALEVICH
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“Under the common flag of UNOVIS, we may together clothe the 

Earth in new forms and meanings.”

UNOVIS Creative Committee, 1920

In February 1920 at Malevich’s initiative, the teachers and 
students of the school formed the collective UNOVIS, an 
acronym for “Affirmers of the New Art.” The artists viewed 
themselves not as individuals but as creative units within 
UNOVIS. Identified by a black square sewn onto their jacket 
sleeves or lapels, members promoted Suprematism and the 
new in all spheres of social and cultural life—a utopian project 
to transform the world. Full of energy, these artists designed 
posters, magazines, banners, ration cards, stage sets, tram 
cars, and speakers’ rostrums and painted geometric forms of 
all kinds onto the facades of buildings. Colored squares and 
circles appeared all over the city streets in an expression of 
the group’s slogan: “The streets are our palettes.” Starting in 
1920, local UNOVIS branches were established in Smolensk, 
Orenburg, Moscow, and elsewhere in Russia. The last 
group presentation of work by UNOVIS artists took place in 
Petrograd in 1923.

 
COLLECTIVE UTOPIA
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“In closing, one must say that the institute suffered through extremely 

difficult economic conditions in 1921 and 1922. . . . As there was no 

hope that the conditions of life would improve, the directors of the 

institute . . . left for Petrograd.”

Ivan Gavris, 1923

The storm of the Russian Civil War, which had pitted the 
Communist against the Tzarist armies, lost momentum after 
1921. The political climate gradually changed, and the Soviet 
authorities established new social and ideological order. In 
May 1922 the first and last class graduated from the Vitebsk 
Art School. 

Malevich left for Petrograd in June to continue his research on 
volumetric Suprematism, designing porcelain and creating his 
Arkhitektons (utopian architectural models). Moving to Berlin in 
1922, Lissitzky further developed and exhibited his Prouns. As 
for Chagall, he subtly settled accounts with the Suprematists. 
He continued to appropriate and critique their art and aims in 
his work for the State Jewish Chamber Theater in Moscow, 
where he lived after June 1920.

 
AFTER VITEBSK
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